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Introduction
This was the second year of operation of this specification and thus the second occasion on which

this unit was examined. Many of the features reported on last year were seen again in this session.

For example, the points-based assessment of Q1, the translation, led to very reliable, standardised

marking but also to relatively low scores. The same pattern of take-up for the twenty six

prescriptions available for the texts and films was found. For the purposes of exemplification in the

shape of sample essays with commentaries, this report will concentrate on the six most popular

prescriptions. These were again: L'Étranger, No et moi and Un Sac de Billes amongst the books and

the films Intouchables, La Haine and Les Choristes. The vast majority of the essays were spread over

this relatively small number of works. At the other end of the spectrum virtually no responses were

found on the following: La Place, Le Blé en Herbe, Une si longue lettre, Chocolat, Cléo de 5 a 7, Deux

Jours Une Nuit and Un Long Dimanche de Fiancailles. The remaining works attracted varying degrees

of interest. Sample essays with commentaries on these less popular items will be published at a

later date in a different forum. Whilst it is obviously impossible to influence the choice of study, it

remains disappointing that more prescribed texts and films do not attract attention, when

candidates are given so much choice of what to select.

Translating into French remains a very challenging task for the majority of candidates. In this

exercise, what seems like a poor understanding of basic French grammar and syntax very often

produces an inaccurate, flawed piece of language which does not score well. However, the quality

of French in the essays is in general much better. When looking at a complete, individual script,

examiners are often unable to find an explanation for widely different linguistic standards within

the one script. Many candidates, whose translation is spoilt by basic errors in verbs, agreements

and lexis, in their essays managed to express quite complex ideas in French which is at the very

least competent and at best is sophisticated and highly accurate. The construction involving vouloir

que followed by the subjunctive serves as a good example of this mismatch. In the translation

hardly anyone could cope with this quite difficult grammatical feature, yet in the essays it was

commonly found used correctly. It seems that candidates do not take well to the discipline of

having to produce language prescribed in a formal piece of English which is unashamedly

grammatical.

Much of the work seen in essays was more impressive. None of this year's questions seemed to

cause any particular problems of interpretation. The only possible exception concerned Q14(a). A

small number of candidates did not appear to understand what was expected of them when asked

to discuss this text as a <<chronique de la periode de l'Occupation>>. There were virtually no

unfinished scripts, an indication that the time available had been used wisely. Many candidates

wrote relevantly and perceptively about their chosen topics. There is no doubt that the majority of

candidates had studied their texts and films seriously and had acquired a good body of knowledge

and understanding of them. It seems that some attention has been paid to last year's observations

on excessive length. However, a number of essays remained over long and these tended to be

digressive and of dubious relevance. It is perhaps understandable that, having built up a large

amount of information, candidates wish to display their erudition by including as much detail as

possible. Questions are not set, however, in the form 'Say everything you know about this book or

film'. The skill lies in distilling from a large body of information that which is needed to produce a

relevant answer to a specific question. References to cinematographic techniques offer a good case

in point. Whichever film is studied, candidates sensibly cover techniques used in its production and

in some cases they wish to display their knowledge, irrespective of the question. Sometimes a short

reference can act as good, relevant illustration. For example, this year in answer to Q21(b) it was

useful to mention that the fact that La Haine was filmed in black and white added to the depressing

depiction of the banlieue. 
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Continuing with a discussion of a whole array of other techniques rarely added anything to the

pertinence of the response. The best pieces remained those which dealt with the precise question

posed, made analytical points which were then illustrated with apt references to the work. In order

to illustrate, a certain amount of narration and description is required but an essay which consists

only of the latter will not score highly. Direct, appropriate quotations can be a useful form of

illustration but too many of these were inaccurate, meaningless or even invented. Many candidates

begin their essays by naming the author or director, saying when the work originated, giving what

prizes it may have won, along with other general information. Some also lay out what they are

going to do. In effect this merely repeats the question. Such introductions are of little value and are

merely a waste of precious time and space.

Several texts and films are set during the wartime Occupation of France. This of course is also one

of the areas of study required by the specification. When illustrating points on such works,

candidates should ensure they base references on what is contained in the book or film itself and

not on their general knowledge of this period of history.

Poor handwriting was often raised as an issue by examiners this year. Particularly in a scheme of

assessment which emphasises the importance of linguistic competence, it is doubly essential that

what is offered should be clear and unambiguous. Assessors cannot guess at what might be written

or give credit for work which is simply illegible.
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Question 1 

This year's translation into French, Q1, was based on music, a sub-theme of theme 2, La culture

politique et artistique dans les pays francophones. It was of similar length and demand as last year,

testing a range of grammatical features. Once again many candidates found this to be a very

difficult exercise. The Mark Scheme was drawn up to give candidates as much scope as possible to

register a good score. Rules on non-grammatical accents, minor misspellings, capitalisation and

such things as word order were relaxed as far as possible, whilst still retaining the integrity of the

exercise.

The piece was divided up into twenty snippets, each of which was worth one mark. Vocabulary was

not really an issue, as was intended. In box 10 'I gave up' was often given as <<j'ai quitté>>, 'ability'

in 8 gave rise to <<abilité>> and <<essais>> was not quite the correct term in box 19. Otherwise the

lexis posed few problems. Certain sections are designed to be of high demand to test the most able

candidates. On this occasion these were boxes 6, 11 and 15. These tested the use of the subjunctive

after a verb of wishing, the agreement of the past participle after a preceding direct object and the

use of the present tense with depuis respectively. It was expected that all three pieces would be

challenging and this proved to be the case to the extent that hardly anyone scored in these

sections. However, the scale of difficulty experienced by candidates in other parts of the passage

was not anticipated. Careless mistakes and basic errors abounded. Simple adjectival agreements in

boxes 2 and 20 were often missed. The French for 'remember' was not made reflexive and more

disappointingly <<j'étais>> became <<j'était>>, obvious plurals did not end in 's'. It was forgotten

that découvrir forms its past participle in the same way as ouvrir, the relative pronoun in box 17 was

given in a myriad of ways other than que, préférer was followed by de and écouter almost universally

by à.

However, what astonished examiners most was that hardly a single candidate knew how to use the

verb jouer when talking of playing a musical instrument. There were a small number of refreshingly

high-scoring translations but almost all the pieces could have been markedly improved with more

care and attention to detail. Twenty marks is a significant proportion of the overall total and

candidates would be well-advised to review the preparation and execution of this exercise.
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This is a slightly below average response which contains many of the shortcomings found

in other scripts. Doute, for example is given with an incorrect gender, préférer and

écouter are both wrongly followed by prepositions and jouer has no de after it. The three

very challenging boxes prove to be beyond the candidate, although the translation does

go some way towards using vouloir que accurately. Missing the 's' from the plural of 

compétence is careless. Many candidates added an 's' to soixante. It is impossible to say if

they were trying to make a number agree like an adjective but it was, perhaps generously,

treated as a minor spelling error and credited. Being a student is not the same as

attending school and rater was not thought to be a suitable way of expressing the idea of

giving up. This is an all too typical translation which gained a modest but not disastrous

score of 7/20.
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This piece does not start well but recovers to register a respectable score of 11/20. Wrong

renders cost points in the first two boxes and the third is lost through the transfer of an

incorrect message. The candidate does score in two difficult boxes - 6 and 15 - but, like

most, does not manage the agreement of the past participle in box 11 and does not use 

jouer properly in number 7. Britanniques does not render Anglo-Saxon felicitously towards

the end of the passage. This is thus a rather inconsistent version. There is a pleasing

amount to reward but the piece could have been improved with a little more care.
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This is a good translation which nevertheless has a few rather surprising blemishes. The

candidate manages to score in two out of the three high-demand sections, which was

unusual. The construction with depuis is not handled correctly. There is some confusion

between les and des in a couple of sections but these were deemed to be acceptable. The

candidate has the singular of la vie in box 3, which is exactly as the French would have it,

and quite correctly has no preposition with the verbs to prefer and to listen towards the

end. As with most candidates, however, the verb jouer is not followed by de when

speaking of a musical instrument. The use of the infinitive instead of a past participle in

the Perfect Tense in box 10 can only be a careless slip. A very creditable mark of 16/20

was awarded.
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Question 2 (a)

The Maupassant stories were not studied by many candidates and the task set on La mère Sauvage

was the less popular of the two options. Few comprehensive discussions of style in this story

were seen.

Question 2 (b)

Of the two possible questions, the one concentrating on the officer in Boule de suif was the more

popular. Many candidates did not appreciate that the title invited consideration of the whole army

of occupation. They thus missed the opportunity to compare the officer not only with those of

fellow rank but also with ordinary soldiers. Such a comparison would have given rise to some

useful, straightforward material. When compared to other officers many candidates did not feel

that the behaviour of the soldier in Boule de suif was particularly reprehensible.

Question 3 (a)

One solitary essay was seen on this text. The father's death was considered to be an important

feature of the text.

Question 3 (b)

The alternative question received no treatment.

Question 4 (a)

Only two essays were seen on this text. The description of Vinca was felt to be a very valid one.

Question 4 (b)

The question on whether this was a text only for young people received no consideration.

Question 5 (a)

This text is not studied by many candidates and the question on the book as testimony to a lost age

was not attempted.

Question 5 (b)

All of the small number of essays seen on this text were in answer to the question concerning

Marcel and Lili. Candidates found it relatively easy to point to differences between the two boys. It

was a little more difficult to account convincingly for the friendship which grew up between the two

of them but most said that the depth of feeling was best shown by Marcel's exchange of letters

with his friend and his heartfelt distress at Lili's death in the First World War.
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Question 6 (a)

This was not a particularly popular text and the question on a very particular episode in school

attracted little interest.

Question 6 (b)

Most candidates who had studied this text chose to answer the question on what living in the

Chaaba brought to Azouz. As far as difficulties were concerned, most essays concentrated on the

social embarrassment felt by Azouz because of where he lived. This hampered him in his desire to

become more integrated with the French. There was relatively little discussion of the problems of

physical discomfort brought about by the surroundings in the shanty town. To deal with any joy

engendered by life here, some quite perceptive ideas were expressed about the feeling of solidarity

and community afforded by living where Azouz did as a young boy.

Question 7 (a)

This play was studied by a certain number of candidates, all of whom chose to discuss similarities

and differences between the two main characters. When discussing Sartre, candidates sometimes

feel that it is imperative to introduce ideas about existentialism and this rarely leads to clarity. This

was usually the case here. The most successful pieces concentrated on the attitudes and behaviour

of the two men. It was found to be quite straightforward to point to differences in approach to

political action. Overall aims were felt to be similar but the main difference was in the way to

achieve such objectives.

Question 7 (b)

Virtually no-one chose to discuss the precise scene of political intrigue in detail.
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Question 8 (a)

Surprisingly few candidates choose to consider this text. The small number of essays seen were

split between the two options on offer. It was agreed that the text criticised post-war French society

for its materialism and misguided efforts to increase the birth rate. Some excellent essays were

seen in answer to this question.

Question 8 (b)

Josyane was felt to be worthy of pity. Candidates pointed to the way in which she was made to help

run the household from a very early age and the various forms of abuse she suffered. More

perceptive essays spoke of her inability to realise her potential. A few saw some balance in the way

Josyane eventually fell into the lifestyle she claimed to despise.

Question 9 (a)

Tartuffe remained the choice of a small number of candidates who usually showed quite good

appreciation of the classic comedy. Orgon did indeed come in for some criticism for his gullibility

and his treatment of those around him. However, it was generally agreed that Tartuffe deserved

more opprobrium.

Question 9 (b)

The small number of essays on whether it was better to read or see the play came down in favour

of enjoying a staged version. It was accepted that certain features could be appreciated in a reading

but features such as stagecraft, appearances, exaggerated behaviour and reactions were all

something to be witnessed in a theatre.
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Question 10 

When responding to questions on L'Étranger candidates very often get embroiled in philosophy to

the extent that they end up confusing themselves and the reader. This again happened on

occasions this year. Both questions could be answered perfectly adequately without any reference

to existentialism. Those who responded to Q10(a) commonly wrote at some length about

Meursault's ideas and attitudes as shown on Part One. Slightly less was said about the second

section. It was found to be quite difficult to make a meaningful link between the two. Some

candidates felt that the central character changed quite significantly and some were able to justify

this opinion. Q10(b), on the role of the sun in the novel, often gave rise to narrative. Most

candidates pointed to parts of the novel in which the sun played an important part. The malevolent

nature of the sun was commonly discussed but few candidates saw any opposite effects. The

murder scene featured highly and some candidates were able to relate in great detail what

Meursault did under the influence of the sun at this juncture.
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This essay retains its focus on the role of the sun and points to some episodes in which

the sun plays a significant part. The introduction suggests a balanced treatment in which

both malevolent and benevolent attributes will be discussed. The subsequent treatment

never quite lives up to this promising opening.

A little more could be made of the effects of the sun both at the funeral and at the murder

of the Arab but these two crucial events are treated. The same is true of the pleasure

which Meursault takes from the sun but this aspect is at least mentioned. The candidate

struggles to say much of value concerning the second part of the novel and the essay

peters out to some extent in rather undirected musings. The content is not profound but

some useful material is raised, although the treatment could certainly have been more

convincing.

The content of the essay relies quite heavily on narrative which is not very expertly

directed towards any relevant conclusion. Aspects of the task are addressed, however,

and some effort is made to interpret them. There are some pertinent references to

appropriate parts of the text. For critical analysis the piece was considered to fit the top

end of the middle box.

This response does not deploy a great range of vocabulary and structures but

communication is mostly assured. Some complex language is used but the answer seems

rather anglicised. The vocabulary is adequate for the task, although there are several

somewhat odd items, and a correct register is adopted. The manipulation of the French is

a little clumsy but, on the second grid, it was felt that the piece could be placed in the

middle box.

There are definite flaws in the forms of the language but these in themselves rarely hinder

the clarity of communication. The writing is not sophisticated but it is generally coherent

and there is no loss of message.

Overall the essay was awarded 12 - 10 - 6, a total of 28, which is an average score.
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Question 11 

No et moi again proved to be a very popular text. The second alternative on Lucas attracted much

more attention than the question which invited a consideration of the end of the novel. Those who

attempted the latter question tended to relate many episodes which had nothing to do with the

ending. This was sometimes done to show that what happened in the final stages of the work was

prefigured in previous events and material but it was mostly seen as an excuse to tell as much of

the story as possible.
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In this essay the candidate seems to suggest a few useful points but a combination of

muddled thinking and indifferent language means that the piece is far from clear and the

reader is left trying to infer what is intended.

After a rather vague opening, there is a sensible attempt to mention the cyclical nature of

the work but the treatment to explain why this is used is very unconvincing. The essay

hints that it adds to the themes of solitude and homelessness but none of this is cogently

developed. Perhaps it is saying that No's return to the streets is inevitable but this is not

definite. The piece then carries on in the same vein, possibly suggesting that the ending

expresses the idea that No cannot or will not change. It is also hinted that the ending also

brings to a conclusion the relationship of Lou with her family but this too is not given any

clear treatment. There are thus a few suggestions of valid points to be considered but the

content is not at all convincing. As far as Critical Analysis is concerned it was felt that some

attempt at the question had been made but efforts at interpretation showed

misunderstanding or confusion. The essay was placed in the second box from the bottom

and awarded 7 marks.

The language did not help the communication of a clear message. There are some

individual, appropriate lexical items, expressions and phrases but the way the language is

put together is far from impressive. There are, however, some instances of complex

language being at least attempted, particularly at the beginning and for Range of

grammatical structures and vocabulary the essay was placed solidly in the second box and

given 8 marks.

The forms of the language are not at all accurate. There are many basic errors and some

quite major ones. Whilst these may not consistently impair communication, they make the

answer difficult to read and spoil any sustained fluency. For Accuracy the essay was

awarded a score of 4. Overall, therefore, this response gained a total mark of 19/50.
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Question 12 (a)

This novel did not attract a great deal of interest. The few essays which dealt with religion in the

work were rather general. It was found to be difficult to deal with this topic in telling detail.

Question 12 (b)

The question on Anne de la Trave was the more popular of the two. Considerable sympathy was

felt for this character, although some thought that the eponymous heroine was a greater victim.

Question 13 (a)

There was one solitary essay on this work which did not compare the two female characters in

Q13(a).

Question 13 (b) 

Traditional values and customs were felt still to play a significant role in Senegal's affairs.
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Question 14 (a) 

This was probably the most popular text. In answer to Q14(a) a small number of candidates did not

quite seem to understand the concept of a chronique. Most responses to this question included a

lot of coverage of the treatment of the Jews, some to the exclusion of anything else. Some answers

gave a few examples of restrictions in everyday life, such as shortages, rationing and the black

market. Relatively few spoke of references to the Resistance or to collaboration, although some did

mention the Mancelier family. Some material came not from this text but from the candidates'

general knowledge of the Occupation.
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Rather unusually, this piece is shorter than the recommended length, the opposite is

much more often the case. The introduction is somewhat vague but could be a promising

start to a longer response. The candidate establishes that life was very difficult in war-time

France for the Jews but there is little real detail from the text and no proper attempt to

link back to the heart of the question. The point is made that the tale is supposedly

written from a child's perspective and thus has a certain natural innocence and optimism.

There is some attempt to show this with reference to the text. The short answer is then

rounded off with material which is not rooted in the work. The content is, therefore, very

insubstantial and could only just be placed in the second box of the grid for Critical

Analysis.

Because of the brevity of the piece, there is unlikely to be a great range of structures and

vocabulary. However, there are a few examples of language which can be considered

complex and a little natural fluency is attained. There are some errors in the forms of the

language, although the essay is certainly not riddled with mistakes. Communication is

mostly achieved.

This slightly short essay was given 6 - 8 - 5, a total of 19/50. This score might well have

been enhanced if the candidate had at least written to the recommended word count.
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This is a good response to Q14(b) which was by far the more favoured question on this

popular text. The reader has to work quite hard, since the writing is not particularly clear.

The introduction suggests that there will be a balanced approach to the issue of optimism

and the subsequent treatment reveals that this is indeed the case. Hope is shown by the

father of the Joffo boys and also by the fact that, even in war-time, they have the

opportunity to enjoy themselves. There is some judicious illustration of this point. The

candidate then suggests that, because the account is supposedly written by a child, it

inevitably has an air of innocence and optimism. This claim is not pursued at any great

length. A pertinent paragraph shows that the good side of human nature is demonstrated

by those who were willing to help the two young men and apt examples are given. Many

candidates wrote at length in rather rambling narrative to make this point, which is here

given with refreshing concision.

The essay then turns its attention to a more pessimistic outlook. This is convincingly

exemplified by reference to the violence of the occupying forces, the pursuit of the Jews

and the willingness of some French people to collaborate. The candidate makes the telling

observation, which was missed by most candidates, that Joffo is rather sceptical about the

future and, because of this, keeps his 'musette' in the loft, in case evil breaks out once

again. Nothing else is said about the ending. Examiners try at all times not to judge an

answer on what is not contained in it but it was a little surprising that only a small number

of essays on optimism thought it worth commenting on how the account ended. Overall,

however, the content here could be considered very comprehensive and relevant. There is

no loss of focus.

The language is also impressive. There is good variety of vocabulary and structures with

little repetition. The response is certainly in the correct register and the piece reads

fluently.

The forms of the language are predominantly accurate, apart from a few misspellings and

some odd versions of être in the imperfect tense.

This essay was given a score of 17 - 18 - 9, a good performance in all the areas of

assessment.
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Question 14 (b) 

Q14(b) was by far the more popular of the two options. Most essays gave a relevant treatment of

the question of optimism, however not all essays gave a sense of balance by underlining any

pessimistic elements. Almost everyone dealt at some length with people who helped the two young

boys, some went beyond mere narrative to say that this gave an optimistic view of human nature.

Because the book is written purportedly from a child's perspective, many candidates felt that this

gave the work a naturally optimistic air of innocence. Family and fraternal solidarity was sometimes

felt to contribute to a feeling of optimism. It was a little surprising that more was not said about the

ending. When this was mentioned, candidates appeared to have quite a rosy view; the two boys

had survived and the family was reunited. The fact that the father had perished in a concentration

camp was either not mentioned at all or glossed over. Only the very perceptive pointed to the fact

that Joffo kept his musette in the loft in case the same evil broke out again. Answers to this question

showed that this text had been studied in appropriate detail. When dealing with any work set

during the Occupation, candidates must ensure that what they write is justified from the work and

is not based on what they have learnt for the fourth topic area of the specification.

Question 15 

This film remained reasonably popular. In general, essays on the opening of the film retained

relevance, concentrating on the first parts and resisting the temptation to talk about the complete

work. It was felt that the scene was well set. It became immediately obvious that France was in the

sombre days of Occupation. Essays tended to emphasise the introduction to Julien and his

relationship with his mother. Quite a few candidates mentioned techniques which were used

effectively to convey the message of the opening. In essays on religion, mention was made of the

plight of Jews and of Père Jean's brand of Catholicism. Few candidates thought that his hardliner

approach had any bearing on the unfortunate outcome. This essay lent itself to a considerable

amount of narrative.

Question 16 

The film Chocolat received virtually no attention.

Question 17 

Only a very small number of essays were found on this film.

Question 18 

In the course of this year Deux jours, une nuit doubled in popularity. Two essays were found on it.

Question 19 

The small number of candidates who had studied Entre les murs seemed to have enjoyed and

profited from the experience. Hardly anyone dealt with the contention that the film would quickly

lose its appeal and become dated. The vast majority of essays treated Q19(a). M. Marin was

generally admired for the patient way he dealt with a difficult class. His encouragement and praise

for his pupils when they achieved something meritorious was well received. However, he was often

criticised for his outburst at the behaviour of the two girls but many felt it was understandable. The

teacher was given a lot of support, some thought he could have been more strict and censorious.
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Question 20 

This was the favourite film. Q20(a) was the more popular of the two options. Candidates tended,

quite sensibly, to note that indeed Philippe was physically handicapped but many also contended

that the death of his wife had left him emotionally limited as well. This was said to hamper him in

his relationship with Eleanore. Some very perceptive things were mentioned in this regard. When it

came to other people, quite a wide interpretation of handicap was evident. Any sort of problem

was included under this umbrella term. Driss was commonly said to be socially and culturally

impeded. Attempts to illustrate this varied greatly in effectiveness. A few other characters were

mentioned, mostly Adama and Yvonne. In answer to Q20(b) most responses confined themselves

to Driss. It was shown that he did indeed become more responsible, as the film progressed. This

was mostly shown in his dealings with Philippe and Adama. Some interesting answers, whilst

accepting this increase in responsibility, claimed that nevertheless he retained a refreshing degree

of mischievousness.
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This is a rather uneven performance which nevertheless has many good features. The

introduction seeks to define 'handicap' but does not do so immediately to any telling

effect. The essay reveals that 'handicap', as was often the case, is seen as any sort of

problem and thus has quite a loose definition of the term. Driss is said to have a 'social

handicap' in that he does not initially know how to behave, which in turn leads to his

rejection by society. It is easy to agree with this viewpoint. He is also said to be culturally

limited through the language he uses and his failure to appreciate such things as opera

and some music. The observations about Driss are all perfectly valid and are reasonably

well illustrated. The essay then claims that Adama is similarly inhibited by his social

background.

Philippe's physical impairment is vividly presented, although there is no mention of any

emotional impediment, a state to which many candidates made reference. The essay then

returns to the idea of social handicap in the shape of Driss's aunt, who is financially

limited. This answer might have been better sequenced but it does cover a variety of

handicaps in a somewhat loose definition of the term.

The manipulation of the language is also a little mixed. There are several slightly

surprising items but some good examples of complex language as well, which is used

naturally and fluently to enhance the argument. On the second grid the essay was

justifiably awarded a mark of 17, a good example of rewarding positively the things which

are done well.

There are a few errors in the forms of the language but nothing major and nothing which

impairs communication in any way.

Notwithstanding a small number of flaws, this response was given a score of 15 - 17 - 10, a

fair reward for a good piece of work.
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This is a below average response to Q20(a), a task which was addressed by a large

number of candidates. The introduction appears to deal with some sort of message which

is not the focus of this question. The fact that Driss's family has little money is seen as a

handicap, which is a viable argument but no real reference to the film is given to back this

up. Driss's failure to get employment is then said to be proof of a handicap, which could

also be made into a valid point.

The essay continues with the quite extraordinary claim that Philippe is not really

handicapped because he manages to go paragliding with lots of assistance. This is

followed by a somewhat rambling argument that handicap is not reserved for physical

disability but again this is not anchored in anything to do with the film. As a conclusion,

the candidate makes some claims about the lessons to be drawn from the work. This is a

very vague treatment of the theme of handicap. The question is not closely addressed and

little reference is made to the film itself. The essay perhaps serves as a lesson to

candidates that they should resist the temptation to include their own musings on issues

raised in what they have studied.

The language is very repetitive. The candidate has difficulty in putting the language

together felicitously, as is demonstrated throughout the response. On the other hand,

when looked at in isolation, the forms are to some extent accurate and some credit can be

given for this. The essay was given 7 - 7 - 7, a total of 21/50, a somewhat uneven and

below average score.
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Question 21 

La Haine continued to find favour with many candidates. Some of the latter tackled Q21(a) and

responses to this were very varied in quality. The less able relied heavily on narrative, both of the

ending and of other parts of the film. Stronger answers pointed to techniques used to round off the

film and also to the way in which various themes were brought to a satisfactory conclusion. There

were many more answers to Q21(b). Whilst it was generally agreed that a depressing view of the

banlieue was given, it was usually contended that this was not totally true. To illustrate this,

candidates talked of a feeling of solidarity and belonging which affected the inhabitants. The scene

on the roof was said to back up this interpretation. To exemplify the depressing picture, essays

spoke of the gloomy surroundings, enhanced by the way in which the film was made in black and

white. The boring, violent nature of life in these areas with little prospect of escape and the

antagonism of the police were mentioned to add to the depressing depiction. Those who answered

this question usually demonstrated that they knew the film very well.
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This is a very average response to Q21(b), the more popular of the two options on this

film, which is studied by many. Some valid points are suggested but there is little telling

illustration in detailed references to the work. What is more, towards the end the piece

becomes rather unclear.

A little is said about the physical description of the surroundings and the fact that the film

was made in black and white but more could certainly be made of this. It is also suggested

that the young inhabitants have nothing to do and no future prospects, a tenable point

which is not effectively proved, other than by a brief mention of the fact that Hubert's

hopes are dashed. There is little explicit link back to the crux of the task.

One of the best features of the essay is that it does give some balance by mentioning

things which mitigate the depressing nature of the portrayal of the banlieue. The

candidate points to friendships, along with a sense of community but again this is not

exemplified at all well. To draw a contrast with central Paris seems a good idea. However,

the treatment is sketchy and unclear. The candidate appears to be saying that there is

little difference between the two areas, a claim which would be difficult to justify. In spite

of this, because the essay raises some valid issues and remains focussed on the task, it

was felt that it could be placed in the middle box of the grid.

The language used contains some useful, appropriate vocabulary. It mostly

communicates, although there are some passages which are less clear. The structures are

somewhat anglicised and the piece does not read at all fluently. There is some variety and

range and a certain amount of complexity to reward and again the middle box best

reflects this aspect.

In the forms of the language there are many errors. Most of these can perhaps be classed

as minor ones, misspellings, for example, abound. There are, however, several more

serious blemishes in endings and agreements and for Accuracy the response could only

be considered adequate at best.

Overall the essay was awarded a score of 11 - 11 - 5, making it a very average piece.
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Question 22 

Surprisingly this film attracted little attention this year. Virtually no-one considered the depiction of

men in the film. In answer to Q22(b) most candidates expressed a balanced view of Edith. They

thought she was admirable for the way in which she overcame adversity and a difficult beginning to

her life. They were less appreciative of the way in which she treated others and resorted to drink

and drugs.

Question 23 

This film was studied by a small number of candidates. Hardly anyone wrote about the influence

and importance of Daxiat. Balanced answers were seen to the other option. These saw that the film

could be seen as either a romantic drama or as a social and historical study. The most common

opinion seen felt that it was mainly a study of relationships played out against the background of

war-time France.
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Question 24 

Les Choristes remained a popular option. Q24(a) was not tackled by many candidates. Most agreed

that the concert scene was an important part of the plot. It gave insight into Matthieu's methods

and to the development of Pierre Morhange. Some candidates contended that other scenes were

equally, or even more, significant than the one under review. Most responses to Q24(b) seemed to

find it difficult to decide between the two suggestions made in the title. Discussions tended to be

quite thoughtful. The fact that Morhange as a successful conductor was seen right at the beginning

made many candidates think that the way in which his life had developed was the most significant

element. However, the fact that none of his success would have been possible without the

influence of Matthieu seemed to argue in his favour. In a way it did not matter that an essay could

not come to a final conclusion, the crucial factor was the quality of the discussion and the way in

which points were illustrated.
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This is a very good response to Q24(b), the more popular of the two possible options. The

clear introduction gives an immediate indication of what the final outcome and conclusion

might be. It is said that Morhange will have the biggest impact on the plot of the film,

which is certainly tenable, and is also more likely to arouse emotion in the viewer, perhaps

a slightly more contentious idea. The candidate sensibly points to the flashback, which

ensures that we see Morhange both as a very successful adult and as a troublesome child.

The viewer is thus keen to follow the evolution of his character and fortunes. Matthieu is

seen merely as a catalyst in the boy's success as a musician. Matthieu and his methods

are rather dismissed in this essay. There could have been a little more treatment of his

character and life, if only to prove that he is of secondary importance. From the content

point of view, the essay could be said to be incomplete because of this. Overall, however,

there is no loss of focus and there is a relevant, informed reaction to the question. For

Critical Analysis the essay could be placed close to the highest reaches of the grid.

The language is impressive. There is a good range of structures and apt vocabulary. The

writing is certainly consistently articulate.

There are maybe a few blemishes to the forms of the language but total perfection is not

expected and for Accuracy it was not inappropriate to award full marks.

This essay thus gained a score of 16 - 18 - 10, a total of 44/50, a very creditable

performance.
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Question 25 

There were a certain number of essays on this film which were split more or less equally between

the two options. There were some interesting treatments of the scene with the psychologist.

Candidates appreciated the techniques used and pointed to the way in which this short sequence

gave a lot of insight into Antoine's character and background and possible explanations for his

mother's behaviour. On the other question it was generally thought that, at least initially, the

stepfather treated Antoine with somewhat greater sympathy than his mother.

Question 26 

Once again this film attracted very little interest. A couple of interesting discussions on its likeness

to a detective story were seen.
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Paper Summary
Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

In the translation try to work out which grammar features are being tested.

Check your work very carefully, reviewing basic features such as agreements and verb forms.

In the essays read the questions very attentively and respond relevantly to the precise terms of

the task.

Resist the temptation to try to demonstrate your knowledge by including everything you know

about the chosen item of study.

Make relevant, analytical points and then illustrate them with appropriate references to the work

studied.

Use narration and description to exemplify and not as the sole basis of an answer.

If using direct quotations as a reference, ensure that they are short, pertinent and in good

French.

Write clearly at all times so that the accuracy of what you write is easy to judge.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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